Epileptic seizure predictability from scalp EEG incorporating constrained blind source separation.
Most of the methods for prediction of epilepsy recently reported in the literature are based on the evaluation of chaotic behavior of intracranial electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings. These recordings require intensive surgical operations to implant the electrodes within the brain which are hazardous to the patient. Here, we have developed a novel approach to quantify the dynamical changes of the brain using the scalp EEG. The scalp signals are preprocessed by means of an effective block-based blind source separation (BSS) technique to separate the underlying sources within the brain. The algorithm significantly removes the effect of eye blinking artifacts. An overlap window procedure has been incorporated in order to mitigate the inherent permutation problem of BSS and maintain the continuity of the estimated sources. Chaotic behavior of the underlying sources has then been evaluated by measuring the largest Lyapunov exponent. For our experiments, we provided twenty sets of simultaneous intracranial and scalp EEG recordings from twenty patients. The above recordings have been compared. Similar results were obtained when the intracranial electrodes recorded the electrical activity of the epileptic focus. Our preliminary results show a great improvement when the epileptic focus is not captured by the intracranial electrodes.